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PROTOTYPE SLIPSTREAKINq IS UNIQUE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

BEHIND FcLAREN GARS FHENO?lTENAL SUCCESS RECORD

Behind the epic— nakinp; success of McLaren cars in Can— An and

U.S.R.R.C. races in recent years is the unique "slipstream"

production set— up established between Bruce FcLaren Motor

Racing and the Racing Division of Trojan Liraited, England —

parent company of Elva Cars (l96l) Ltd.

The two operations are entirely separate and conpletely

different, but their end products are as identical as two

prototypes, one of which is a nirrored reflection! For when

Bruce has designed, developed and race— proved a car —

unbedevilled by production and narketine^ problems — Trojan's

task is to reproduce it, exact in every detail to the

specification of the original. And, for their part, they are

without the hurry ? hurry of tomorrow's race, beinp; able to

concentrate on a build pro^rame designed to produce cars that

will take post if not all of the prizes in the next season's

racing,

To do this they have the resources of nearly half a century

of engineering know-how, a new $600,000 factory close to what

was once the world's largest airport at Croydon, Surrey, and

a tear* of mechanics and fitters specially trained in the

dedicated craft of race car construction.

Heading the tears is Managing Director, Peter Janes Agg, who

four years ago signed the "?/e build 'en - you race 'er1"

contract with Bruc^ — an agreenent which has rade history in
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the racing world and ray well provide the answer to the future

economic survival of motor racing.

Director and General Manager is John Bennett who, although

intinately concerned irith the day to day production of the

factory, has sopehovr earned hiKself a reputation for being

omnipresent at race meetings in any part of the world where

McLaren cars are conpeting.

Then there's Works Manager, Bill Meace, solid, unflappable and

if he doesn't know the answer th^re isn't any problem. While

his direct responsibilities do not allow hin to globe trot the

circuits to the sane extent as J.B., he holds the record for

covering the 30—odd nile distance between his own factory and

that of his opposite number, Harry Pearce, at Bruce ??cLaren

Motor Racing in Colnbrook, with whon he is in constant contact.

In the Croydon workshops, theroselves, there are now three

production lines engaged on build progrannes for the 1969

Can—Ara and U.S.R.R.C. series, for a new Group 4 sports car

coupe version of the M8B and for a Fornula A car for the States

and Canada and a Fornula 5,000 for Europe.

These cars are sold direct at ex—factory price to sope of the

world's leading racing drivers on both sides of the Pond who

know they can rely, not only on a guaranteed S.O.S. spare parts

by air service, but also on the technical advice and personal

help of both the McLaren and Trojan teaas. Above all they have

the confidence of owning^cars, which are no nere productionised

copies of original McLaren developrents but, as records for past

seasons show, are nystic—noulds of the prototypes and winners in

their own right.
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